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We present the analysis of an innovative kind of self-assembling protein microarray, the “Nucleic Acid Programmable 
Protein Array” (NAPPA), express with the SNAP tag E.coli coupled self free expression system. The goal is to develop a 

standardize procedure to identify biomarkers in clininical setting and to analyze the protein-protein interaction occurred on 
NAPPA array using Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption Ionization Time-of-Flight (MALDI-TOF) Bruker Ultraflex. We employ 
in the process “Protein synthesis Using Recombinant Elements” (PURE) system which due to its high complexity needs ad 
hoc bioinformatic tools to be analysed. The PURE system represents a step towards a totally defined in vitro transcription/
translation system, thus avoiding the “black box” nature of the cell extract. The immediate advantage is the significantly reduced 
level of all contaminating activities and the E. coli IVTT respect the RRL or human lysate, which is totally characterized and 
thereby represents an advantage for the subsequent MS analysis of the results. The presence of “background” molecules, in fact, 
represents the main obstacle to these MS data interpretation. SpADS: An R Script for Mass Spectrometry Data Preprocessing 
before Data Mining. SpADS provides useful preprocessing functions such binning and peak extractions, as available tools, and 
provides functions of spectra background subtraction and dataset managing. The MS samples are obtained from SNAP-NAPPA 
spots printed on gold coated glass slides in higher density, in order to obtain an amount of protein appropriate for MS analysis. 
The spots of 300 microns were printed in 12 boxes, each box with 100 identical spots. The sample genes immobilized used 
as test cases were p53_Human (Cellular tumor antigen p53); CDK2_Human (Cyclin-dependent kinase), 2; Src_Human-SH2 
(the SH2 domain of Proto-oncogene tyrosine-protein kinase), PTPN11 (Human-SH2, the SH2 domain of Tyrosine-protein 
phosphatase non-receptor type 11).


